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Abstract
Accurate estimation of aboveground forest biomass stocks is required to assess the impacts of land
use changes such as deforestation and subsequent regrowth on concentrations of atmospheric CO2.
The Global Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) is a lidar mission launched by NASA to the
International Space Station in 2018. GEDI was specifically designed to retrieve vegetation structure
within a novel, theoretical sampling design that explicitly quantifies biomass and its uncertainty
across a variety of spatial scales. In this paper we provide the estimates of pan-tropical and
temperate biomass derived from two years of GEDI observations. We present estimates of mean
biomass densities at 1 km resolution, as well as estimates aggregated to the national level for every
country GEDI observes, and at the sub-national level for the United States. For all estimates we
provide the standard error of the mean biomass. These data serve as a baseline for current biomass
stocks and their future changes, and the mission’s integrated use of formal statistical inference
points the way towards the possibility of a new generation of powerful monitoring tools from space.

1. Introduction

The place of formalized inference has long been
recognized in applications such as opinion polling
and product quality control, where measurement
of every individual is impossible and there must
be a means of understanding the likelihood that
one’s sample is representative. Ground-based forest
inventories have been organized around probabil-
istic sampling for well over 100 years [1]. While the
use of satellite remote sensing for forest inventory
has grown considerably, methods have been slow to
embrace formal estimation using remote sensing, in
part because values predicted for variables such as
biomass using wall-to-wall imagery may simply be

summed or averaged over large areas without appeal-
ing to sampling theory. However, remote sensing sci-
entists have begun to realize that a theoretical frame-
work is needed to address the potential impact of
modeling error in these maps when they are used to
describe ecosystem properties, particularly when the
remote sensing data themselves are samples, that is,
are not spatially continuous [2, 3].

Forest biomass stocks are one of the major uncer-
tainties in the global carbon cycle and their local-scale
estimation is a prime challenge using remote sens-
ing [4–6]. Our ability to infer the impact of land use
changes such as deforestation and reforestation on
concentrations of atmospheric CO2 rests upon accur-
ate and spatially resolved estimates of aboveground
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biomass (AGB) and density (AGBD) [7, 8]. Maps
of localized biomass estimates, when combined with
spatial records of recent land use change [9, 10], sup-
port policy-critical decisions about the role of eco-
system dynamics in the climate system. Addition-
ally, having an accurate representation of biomass is
essential for the initialization of prognostic ecosystem
models used to explore carbon sequestration poten-
tial of forests under changing land use and climate
change scenarios [11].

Aircraft-mounted lidar instruments have collec-
ted high-quality forest biomass measurements in
local- to national-scale projects around the world
[12, 13], and space-based lidar data from ICESat
the Geoscience Laser Altimeter System (GLAS) have
figured centrally in many of the most prominent
existing global-scale biomass maps [14–16]. How-
ever, GLAS was not designed for forest monitoring,
and coverage of forests conformed to no identifi-
able sample design—often covering the same orbital
paths dozens of times and leaving large areas unmeas-
ured. Efforts to use GLAS have fallen into three gen-
eral categories, each limited in a specific way. Some
efforts have knowingly treated GLAS overpasses as if
they were randomly allocated, allowing use of ana-
lytically derived hybrid methods of variance estima-
tion but potentially underestimating variance due to
the discrepancy between the hypothetical and actual
sample designs [17, 18]. One study alternatively sub-
set available GLAS data to what could be presumed to
be a spatially balanced random sample, but suffered
a substantial drop in statistical precision because of
the large quantity of data that was eliminated [19].
Lastly, some efforts have treated biomass predic-
tions at GLAS footprints as pseudo-plots used to
train a second level of model based upon passive
optical reflectance data. Lack of an analytical frame-
work linking uncertainties frommultiple models and
GLAS’ sampling process generally necessitated ad hoc
error propagation in these efforts, which sometimes
produced significantly different estimates over the
same areas [20].

In response to the continuing need for accurate
observation of canopy structure within an inferen-
tial sampling framework designed for biomass estim-
ation across scales, the Global Ecosystem Dynamics
Investigation (GEDI) was developed by NASA [4].
GEDI uses a multi-beam lidar (figure S1) to provide
eight transects of canopy vertical structure at 25 m
footprint resolution. Launched to the International
Space Station in late 2018, GEDI is specifically optim-
ized to estimate biomass through directmeasurement
of canopy structure. GEDI’s design supports ana-
lytical, closed-form estimation of AGBD in several
ways. First, the spatial dimensions of the footprints
over which GEDI measures canopy height distribu-
tion approximately match both the areas of con-
ventional field plots and the pixel size of medium-
resolution sensors that may be used to model GEDI

height metrics across continuous surfaces. Models
linking lidar observables to both field measurements
and biomass map units can suffer from dilution of
precision when there are discrepancies in the amount
of ground area covered or if there are significant
geolocation errors between lidar metrics and plots
[21]. GEDI avoids the latter by using a pre-launch
calibration strategy based on simulated lidar met-
rics from precisely located airborne lidar data [22].
Secondly, GEDI predictions of biomass for every
footprint are calibratedwith themost extensive global
set of coincident field and aircraft data yet com-
piled. Closed-form model-based statistical estimat-
ors conventionally accommodate only linear para-
metric models [3] (though see Esteban et al [24]) and
GEDI’s footprint biomass estimation process was cre-
ated to use such models. The consequence of these
first two design strategies is that they enable closed-
form estimators for AGBD. GEDI’s 25 m footprint
biomass predictions are used with hybrid model-
based estimators [25] to infer biomass within each
1 km grid cell across the mission’s range of obser-
vation. The parametric models mentioned above are
used to predict biomass for all footprints within a
given grid cell, and the hybrid estimates of variance
of the mean account for both modeling uncertainty
and uncertainty related to how the cell is sampled by
GEDI’s observations [18, 26]. Furthermore, hybrid
inference directly enables estimates at any aggrega-
tion scale coarser than 1 km (e.g. a country) without
resorting to the ad hoc and approximate methods
used in other remote sensing biomass products.

Here, we report the 1 km estimates of biomass
from this integrated mission. Current estimates use
more than 5 billion footprint-level biomass predic-
tions collected by GEDI across 2.5 years of obser-
vations beginning in April 2019. GEDI’s frame of
inference can also be focused upon broader scales,
and we present additional estimates at: (a) the scale
of individual countries observed by GEDI, and (b)
at the scale of ∼12 000, 640 km2 hexagons covering
the conterminous United States. We compare these
estimates to available reference data by way of val-
idation. We further describe the unplanned orbital
resonance that affected the ISS after GEDI’s first
year on orbit and detail how the mission’s sample
design accommodated this development. These new
GEDI data provide a much-needed baseline for bio-
mass stocks of tropical and temperate regions for the
current epoch and serve as a foundational data set
for higher resolution mapping using remote sensing
fusion methods.

2. Methods

2.1. GEDI-based biomass estimation at the 1 km,
hexagon, and country levels
AGBD was estimated for every footprint that meas-
ured valid height metrics along each of GEDI’s eight
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tracks (see supplementary materials). All estimates
presented here were produced through the same
inferential process: (a) high-quality GEDI waveforms
falling within an area of interest were treated as a
randomly allocated cluster sample oriented around
laser ground tracks; (b) AGBD was predicted for the
footprint of each waveform using a parametric model
derived from a global set of calibration data; (c) mean
AGBD and uncertainty of that mean for the area
of interest were estimated using hybrid model-based
estimators [25]. This process is followed identically
for coverage beams and full-power beams, andwe rely
on the following criteria to identify shots suitable for
biomass estimation:

Waveforms comprising the sample were collected
from18April 2019 to 4August 2021 and the following
criteria were used to identify high-quality shots.

(a) Shots flagged as quality by the GEDI L2A Foot-
print Height and Elevation [27] metric product
which identifies surface waveforms with high
fidelity.

(b) Only shots with a beam sensitivity >0.98 for
tropical Evergreen Broadleaf Tree prediction
strata, and beam sensitivity >0.95 elsewhere,
were included. Beam sensitivity was calculated
using a 3-sigma signal threshold and thresholds
were selected to provide a sufficiently high
signal-to-noise ratio to penetrate the highest
canopy cover expected in these regions [28].

(c) Shots with high degradation of geolocation per-
formance were excluded from the sample since
these may fall outside the geographic extent of a
1 km cell.

(d) Orbit granules affected by low cloud/fog, which
were identified using an iterative local outlier
detection algorithm.

All surface waveforms were used to generate foot-
print biomass AGBD estimates and standard errors
(SEs) within a 1 km cell and these footprint estim-
ates are provided in the GEDI L4A Footprint Bio-
mass Product [29]. Shots that were not land sur-
face or that were designated as urban were assigned a
zero mean/zero covariance model. Additionally, leaf-
off shots in deciduous forests where the L4A pre-
dictor variables included RH metrics below the top-
of-canopy were excluded from the sample, as GEDI’s
L4A models are not applicable to these conditions.
See the L4B Gridded Biomass product [30] and its
associated algorithm theoretical basis (ATBD) doc-
ument [31] for more details on the aforementioned
data product flags and algorithms used for quality fil-
tering and model assignment.

Not every 1 km cell has a biomass estimate cur-
rently due to incomplete spatial coverage as the res-
ult of persistent clouds in some areas and the orbital
dynamics of the ISS. During the 1st year of GEDI’s
mission, the ISS was in a randomly precessing orbit

and had relatively uniform spatial coverage as a func-
tion of longitude. The ISS was subsequently raised to
an orbit approximately 16 km higher in early 2020
which resulted in an orbital resonance with a 4 d
repeat cycle; that is every four days the ground-track
of the ISS is repeated. This caused both a cluster-
ing of its observations along its orbital track and
left unexpected gaps across track and a distinct diag-
onal track pattern (figure S2). So, instead of tracks
being laid down randomly within 1 km cells, tracks
became clumped along the 4 d repeating ground
tracks. This increased the likelihood that some cells
would have no or perhaps only one track through
them. One requirement of hybrid estimation is the
variance among tracks (where the tracks are treated as
cluster samples); therefore, we need at least two tracks
per cell for this variance calculation. Consequently,
biomass was not estimated for cells with only one
track because the associated SE could not be cal-
culated. While GEDI’s sampling to date leaves sub-
stantial areas without estimates at the 1 km scale,
6 km estimates may be made almost everywhere. For
estimates presented here beyond the 1 km scale, we
applied straightforward aggregation, with attention
to sampling and model dependencies to 6 km hybrid
mean estimates and uncertainties.

The AGBD predictions for each waveform come
from the GEDI L4A product which applies linear
models to each plant functional type (PFT) × world
region combination within the latitudes covered by
the ISS. Parametric models are currently required
for hybrid model-based inference [3]. Specifically,
the variance estimators described combine sampling
uncertainty—representing how well GEDI covers the
area of interest—with modeling uncertainty, which is
quantified by the parameter covariance matrix pro-
duced through the footprint-level modeling process.
GEDI’s L4B Gridded Biomass product is the applica-
tion of hybrid estimators to the shots within 1 kmgrid
cells across Earth’s tropical and temperate terrestrial
ecosystems.

As with any formal mode of inference, it is
important to list assumptions associated with hybrid
inference. First, the footprint-level AGBD model and
its parameter covariance matrix are assumed to apply
to the areas where they are used. Training data should
ideally represent the range of conditions found in the
modeled population [32]. Practically, this assump-
tion will be violated to some degree in parts of the
world’s ecosystems, resulting in a bias for which the
estimator does not account. Secondly, our hybrid
variance estimator does not account for model resid-
ual error on the assumption that it is negligible when
the area of interest is large enough. The residual
error of a large number of predictions from a well-
fit model should sum to near zero; simulations sug-
gest that a 1 km area is typically large enough to
support the assumption of negligible residual vari-
ance [25]. A third assumption is that GEDI’s sample
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conforms to the properties of a simple random cluster
sample. Flight lines are conventionally treated as
cluster samples with airborne lidar samples [33] and
we assume that missing waveforms (most frequently
due to clouds) are the result of a random process.

GEDI’s estimators do not account for varying
probabilities of inclusion in the sample measured by
the instrument. Thus, if an estimate is required for an
area large enough to exhibit different sampling prob-
abilities, estimates must be aggregated from smal-
ler areas where sampling probability is uniform.
For example, differential cloud cover makes GEDI’s
sample of the rainforests of Brazil sparser than the
sample of the savannas in the country’s Cerrado
region. ISS orbital crossings are also at their sparsest
at the equator. The mission’s orbital resonance prob-
lem created an additional source of irregularity in
sampling probability. These factors (uneven cloud
cover, ISS orbital track density) are assumed here to
be invariant at the scale of 1 km cells. For estim-
ates of larger areas such as countries, we require an
intermediate, aggregable estimation scale for which
sampling probability may be assumed to be approx-
imately uniform. Since the swath width of GEDI’s
eight beams is 4.8 km, we concluded that interme-
diate estimates for 6 km grid cells (‘tiles’) would
adequately mitigate varying sample intensity caused
both by orbital resonance and broader latitude- and
cloud-based factors, while minimizing the number of
tiles with fewer than two tracks. The supplemental
methods section details our methods of aggregating
estimates from 6 km tiles under the hybrid inference
paradigm. These methods account for the possibility
of using multiple L4A models within a single tile and
elaborate methods to consider dependencies when
multiple tiles are combined to create mean and vari-
ance estimates over large areas, such as for countries.

2.2. United States Forest Service Forest Inventory
and Analysis estimates
The National Forest Inventory (NFI) of the United
States Forest Service (USFS) is based on the the USFS
Forest Inventory and Analysis (FIA) network. Using
FIA data we obtained estimates of AGBD, AGB and
the proportion of forest within a fine-scale equal-area
hexagonal tessellation covering the conterminousUS:
the Environmental Monitoring and Assessment Pro-
gramhexagons [34]. FIA data for these hexagonswere
published as a comprehensive biomass dataset [35]
for validation of remotely sensed biomass estimation
at the finest spatial resolution available from the FIA
database (64 000 ha per hexagon). These estimates
will be referred to hereafter as ‘FIA hexagon’ estim-
ates and this terminology should not be confusedwith
the hexagons used by the USFS to construct the FIA
sample. Included in the dataset are the FIA’s estim-
ate of AGBD across the entire land area within each
hexagon, along with the SE of the estimate, the pro-
portion of forested area, and the number of FIA plots

used to make the estimate. The SE were then used to
create confidence intervals for each hexagon and to
assess the difference ofmeans betweenGEDI and FIA.
Weused the values of aboveground live biomass based
on the Jenkins et al [36] allometries to ensure a sim-
ilar comparison to GEDI’s AGBD estimates, which
use these same allometries.

On average there were 28 FIA plots per hexagon,
with the vastmajority having between 20 and 30 plots.
The total number of plots across all hexagons was
338 451. GEDI footprint-level observations varied by
latitude, with more coverage away from the equator,
and by longitude as a function of the ISS orbital
ground track with an average of ∼20 000 footprints
per hexagon, though some hexagons could exceed
100 000 footprints.

GEDI mean AGBD value for a hexagon was com-
pared with the FIA estimate using a test statistic (see
McRoberts et al [37], equation 3(c) for a difference of
means:

t=
µ̂FIA − µ̂GEDI√

MŜE(µ̂FIA)+MŜE(µ̂GEDI)
(1)

where µ̂FIA and MŜE(µ̂FIA) are the estimated mean
AGBD and mean square error from the FIA design-
based plots within a hexagon, and µ̂GEDI and
MŜE(µ̂GEDI) are the corresponding values from
hybrid estimation using the GEDI AGBD values
within the same hexagon. While formal hypothesis
tests based on a specific confidence level could be per-
formed, the value of such tests has been questioned
[38] and in our casemay be overly constrainingwhere
the goal is to use observed departures from the val-
idation data as a guide towards discovering potential
biases. Hence, we chose to report only the value of the
test statistic (shown in figure 9) rather than whether
the test statistic exceeded some value based on a set
confidence level.

2.3. Country estimates
National-scale GEDI estimates of land surface mean
AGBD and the associated SEs were calculated within
country boundaries delineated by a 10 meter resol-
ution vector dataset [39]. National-scale NFI estim-
ates of AGBDwere taken from the 2020 Global Forest
Resources Assessment [40] (FRA) published by the
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO) of the
United Nations. This report is a global evaluation of
forests, focusing on the state of forest resources and
emerging trends from the past 30 years. FAO estim-
ates are only for forested lands, whereas GEDI estim-
ates are for all lands. Therefore, to ensure a similar
comparison to GEDI-based estimates we retrieved
estimates of AGBD of forested land, the area of fores-
ted land, and total land area for every available coun-
try in the FRA online database. We used these val-
ues to calculate each country’s total land AGBD and
total AGB, as follows: total AGB was determined by
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Figure 1.Mean aboveground biomass density (AGBD) and standard errors. (a) Mean AGBD for 1 km cells derived from 25 m
GEDI footprint estimates of AGBD, visualized here at 6 km resolution. (b) The standard error of the mean for each grid cell where
AGBD is estimated. Beginning in early 2020, a change in the ISS orbital altitude placed it in a near 4-day repeating orbiting,
providing high density coverage of GEDI shots for cells near the ISS ground tracks, but low coverage away from them, resulting in
the strong diagonal patterns shown.

multiplying the forested AGBD by the area of forested
land, and the country mean AGBD was calculated by
dividing total AGB by the total country land area. For
example, a country with an area of 150 000 km2 that
is 40% forested with a forested AGBD of 260Mg ha−1

has a country-level mean AGBD of 104 Mg ha−1,
and a total AGB of 1.56 Pg. Note that in deriv-
ing the total land AGBD and AGB using FAO data
we assume there is no biomass on non-forest land,
which is the same assumption made in the U.S. FIA
estimates.

The country-level comparisons include all coun-
tries located entirely within the ISS orbital extent
(51.6◦N & ◦S) that the FRA included in its 2020
report. Large countries with a vast majority of land
area within the ISS extent were also included, even
if not entirely within the extent; specifically, China,
Argentina, and Chile. The United States was also
included but is a special case because of Alaska. The
US estimate in the FRA report includes data from
Alaska, but because the GEDI instrument does not
sample any part of Alaska, we used the most recent
FIA estimates for the US and its territories in place

of the values presented in the FRA report. We did
this by summing the hexagon-level total biomass [35]
(AGB) to get a total biomass for the coterminous
U.S. as reported above, and for the non-conterminous
U.S we used AGB values reported by the FIA. We
then divided the total AGB by the total U.S. land
area (excluding Alaska) to arrive at a total AGBD that
is comparable to the GEDI estimate. We used FIA
estimates to calculate the proportion forest value for
the U.S. For country level estimates, only shots with
a beam sensitivity >0.98 across all prediction strata
were used to avoid systematic differences between
prediction strata in the fraction of 6 km cells with
fewer than two tracks.

3. Results

3.1. Pantropical and temperate biomass estimates
at 1 km resolution
Mean AGBD estimates and their SEs were created
from the GEDI footprint level biomass estimates over
a 1 km grid (figure 1). Biomass density had a mean
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Figure 2. Distribution of AGBD globally and by PFT. Plots show the distribution of mean ABGD for 1 km cells: (a) global, (b)
needle leaf, (c) evergreen broadleaf, (d) deciduous broadleaf, (e) grass-shrub-woodland, (f) forest. Values for the global mean
histogram (a) are for all land surfaces within the cell (forest and non-forest) while (f) is for forest areas only. Other histograms
give the mean for cells of the specific PFT listed.

of 108.9 Mg ha−1 for 1 km cells whose predominant
PFT class was forest. Values of AGBD varied consid-
erably by PFT with evergreen broadleaf forests (EBT)
showing the largest mean value (126.7 Mg ha−1) and
grassland/savanna/woodland (GSW) the lowest with
a mean of 9.5 Mg ha−1 (figure 2 and table S1). When
considered by PFT and world region, EBT forests of
North Asia had the largest AGBD with a value of
167.6 Mg ha−1.

GEDI was designed to meet stated precision
requirements; specifically, that 80% of the 1 km land
surface cells on the land surface between 51.6◦N and
Smust have a SE of the mean of⩽20% for cells where
AGBD > 100 Mg ha−1 and <20 Mg ha−1 for cells
where AGBD⩽ 100Mg ha−1 [4]. As described above,
there must be at least two tracks through a cell for
variance estimation. It is therefore useful to describe
error statistics with respect to (a) the percentage of
those cells that have met the observational require-
ments and (b) all cells in total (the latter on which
the GEDI formal requirements are based). For the
land surface as a whole (between 51.6◦N and S) GEDI
had sufficient observations (two or more tracks) in
74.2% of the 1 km cells (figure S2) and 70.4% of all
land surface cells meet the GEDI biomass require-
ments for SE of themean.Considering only those cells

with sufficient observations, 77.3% of the high bio-
mass cells meet requirements, and 97.2% of the low
biomass cells meet requirements, and for both ranges
collectively 94.8% met requirements (figure 3). SEs
of mean AGBD for high biomass cells were gener-
ally below 20% with an average of 15.2% but with
some relatively small variations by PFT (figure S3)
and region (figure S4). The one exception was the
GSW PFT which showed a mean error of 30.8% but
noting that the values of AGBD are also much lower
for this PFT. For the lower biomass range, the average
SE was 3.4 Mg ha−1.

3.2. Country-level estimates
We next found AGB for countries whose borders
were within the latitudinal limits of ISS observation
(figure 4(a)), with minor exceptions for China, Chile,
and Argentina where only a small part of the country
is beyond 51.6◦ N or S and excluding Alaska for the
United States. Total biomass stocks were then com-
pared with those from the FAO (figure 4(b)). While
GEDI estimates of AGB were strongly correlated with
FAO estimates (r2 = 0.86, RMSD = 3.2 Pg; figure 5),
GEDI’s biomass totals trended slightly higher with an
average difference (FAO—GEDI) of −0.63 Pg. For
two countries, China, and Indonesia, GEDI’s total
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Figure 3. Global distribution of biomass standard errors for 1 km cells. GEDI requirements specify that at least 80% of the 1 km
land cells should estimate errors as specified on each figure for (a) high biomass areas (>100 Mg ha−1) and (b) low biomass areas
(⩽100 Mg ha−1). Results are only for those 1 km cells where GEDI makes an estimate (having at least two tracks through them).
These results show that where GEDI has sufficient observations, it easily exceeds the low biomass requirement, and should meet
the high biomass requirement as the mission continues and tracks accumulate.

AGB were considerably larger at 27.7 Pg and 23.3 Pg
respectively. Relative SEs for AGBD at the country
level had amean of 7.7% and amedian of 3.9%. GEDI
and FAO estimates of AGB, AGBD and their SEs for
observed countries are given in table S2.

GEDI does not observe the entire global land sur-
face, so it is not possible to estimate total AGB for
the Earth. Additionally, due to data availability issues,
FAO does not provide an estimate for every country
where there is a GEDI estimate. For those 169 coun-
tries with both a GEDI and FAO estimate, the GEDI
estimated total biomass was 480.2 Pg. FAO estimates
for these same countries totalled 373.1 Pg, a total dif-
ference of 107.1 Pg. Thus, GEDI estimates about 29%
more AGB for the tropical and temperate land surface
compared to FAO estimates. This difference is related,
in part, to the fact that GEDImeasures the biomass of
both forest and non-forest areas, whereas FAO estim-
ates are only for those areas denoted as forest (>10%
canopy cover of minimum 5 m height over 0.5 ha

area). Incomplete filtering of anomalous waveform
data, topographic artefacts, and model misspecific-
ation can also result in estimates of AGB that are
too large from GEDI. These issues are addressed in
GEDI data processing and are further considered in
section 4.

Biomass density showed more variability than
total biomass in comparisons with FAO (R2 = 0.57,
RMSD = 47.7 Mg ha−1) but the relationship was
influenced by a few outliers from smaller countries
(figure S5). GEDI estimates were mostly higher than
FAO, with 126 of the 169 countries assessed having
higher AGBD from GEDI. This is again related to
the factors listed above as well as the differences in
how the densities are calculated. GEDI estimates are
the average density over all lands, whereas FAO dens-
ities are the total biomass of lands supporting bio-
mass, as reported by FAO, divided by the total area
of the country (not just forested lands), which neces-
sarily must lead to lower estimates of AGBD from
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Figure 4. GEDI country-wide estimates of AGB as compared with in-country reports. (a) GEDI estimates. (b) FAO estimates.
(c) Difference (FAO—GEDI). GEDI estimates AGB across all land, not just forested land, while FAO estimates are focused on
forests. The national forest inventories used as the basis of FAO’s estimates vary widely in terms of framework, quantity, and
quality.

FAO. SEs of mean AGBD were small with a mean of
3.4 Mg ha−1 (figure 6). Errors exceeding 5 Mg ha−1

occurred almost exclusively over small island nations
having incomplete sampling and low biomass stocks.
Two notable exceptions were Indonesia and Papua
New Guinea which had AGBD errors of 7.3 Mg ha−1

and 19.3 Mg ha−1, respectively (figure 7).

3.3. Comparison with U.S. National Forest
Inventory data
We applied hybrid inference with GEDI data to
64 000 ha hexagons covering the United States and

compared our estimates to those derived from the
USFS FIA plots (figure 8). There are some system-
atic differences apparent between the two: GEDI
estimates of AGBD were low relative to FIA data
in the conifer dominated PFT of the Pacific North-
west and northern East Coast regions while the
mixed broadleaf forests of the Eastern U.S moun-
tainous areas showed consistently higher AGBD in
comparison to FIA. For the U.S. hexagons, GEDI
data compare well to FIA estimates, with r2 = 0.81,
RMSD = 28.3 Mg ha−1, and the slope of the rela-
tionship equal to 0.99 (figure 9(a)). GEDI estimated
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Figure 5. Aboveground biomass (AGB) from GEDI and FAO by country. Solid line is 1:1; slope and R2 are found from linear
regression between the two variables. RMSD (root mean square difference) is found using the difference between GEDI and FAO
estimates. Data for each country is given in table S2.

Figure 6. Country-level AGBD standard errors. Line gives the cumulative frequency.

an average AGBD of 52.6 Mg ha−1 and AGB of 3.2
Tg per hexagon. The equivalent FIA estimates were
AGBD of 41.9 Mg ha−1 and AGB 2.6 Tg, bearing in
mind that FIA only measures biomass on lands meet-
ing its definition of forest but density here was cal-
culated as a function of the entire land surface area
of the hexagon. The mean AGB difference (FIA—
GEDI) was −0.64 Tg; GEDI thus estimates about

24.3% more biomass stock in the U.S. relative to
the FIA total. This histogram of differences is neg-
atively skewed reflecting the larger GEDI values in
Eastern U.S. (figure 9(b)) and a direct comparison
of quantiles shows both that GEDI estimates tend
larger than FIA for values of AGBD below around
250 Mg ha−1 and smaller for values above that. Note
that in contrast to country comparisons, there is little
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Figure 7. Standard errors for countries with the 15 largest biomass stocks (AGB) as estimated from GEDI. Above each bar is given
the GEDI AGBD (blue) and its standard error (black). Stocks for each country are given below the country name.

Figure 8. Aboveground biomass density (AGBD) estimated by GEDI for the United States. (a) Mean AGBD from GEDI within
hexagons. (b) Difference (FIA—GEDI) between FIA AGBD estimated from plot data and GEDI estimates for each hexagon. There
are approximately 12 000 hexagons covering the coterminous U.S. and each hexagon has an area of 64 000 ha (640 km2).

difference in the patterns and relationships usingAGB
orAGBD relative to FIA because the land area of every
hexagon is the same, aside from a few on the coasts or
the borders with Canada and Mexico.

The SEs of the mean from GEDI for hexagons
as derived from hybrid estimation, along with the
SEs derived from the designed-based FIA net-
work may be used to assess the likelihood that
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Figure 9. Comparison of GEDI and FIA AGBD means in FIA hexagons. (a) Relationship between GEDI and FIA AGBD estimates
for hexagons. Colors correspond to (c) below. (b) Histogram of mean hexagon AGBD differences, with inset showing the
quantile-quantile plot of GEDI vs. FIA AGBD. (c) Spatial variability of the test statistic for a difference of AGBD means
(FIA—GEDI). Values roughly in the range of [−2, 2] (green colors) imply that differences between the two are less likely to be
significant. Increasingly orange colors suggest that the GEDI mean is likely greater than the FIA mean; increasingly purple colors
suggest that the FIA mean is likely greater than GEDI. Grey areas are where there are no FIA estimates of AGBD and therefore no
standard error.

observed hexagon-level differences are meaning-
ful (figure 9(c)) and to compare the precision of
their mean estimates through their individual con-
fidence intervals (figure 10). Note that the hybrid
estimator is not fully model-based; its distribution
comes from a cross of the model-based component
and a design-based component so that SEs or con-
fidence intervals may be compared (as in McRoberts
et al [37]).

Approximately 21% of the hexagons did not have
a confidence interval fromFIAbecause the FIAAGBD
estimate was zero. While the FIA assumes zero bio-
mass for non-forest lands, GEDI estimates biomass
for cells across all lands, and so has a non-zero bio-
mass estimate for these.

The spatial distribution of a test statistic for the
difference of means showed regional, systematic dif-
ferences in estimated AGBD, most notably the Pacific
Northwest and the Appalachian region of the East-
ern U.S. GEDI generally has smaller confidence inter-
vals about its means relative to FIA because it has
many more observations within a hexagon as com-
pared to FIA data. GEDI uncertainties also include a
modelling error term from the calibration equations
which is not present in FIA estimates. These model-
ling errors are not large and despite some depend-
ence on the number of samples per tile and the
number of models applied, remain relatively con-
stant across scales, from 1 km cells to the areas of
hexagons to entire countries. Note, however, that
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Figure 10. The 95% confidence interval widths for GEDI and FIA means at the hexagon scale. While GEDI variance estimators
include both a modeling component and a sampling component, GEDI has smaller widths because it has many more
footprint-level biomass predictions, thereby reducing sampling error relative to FIA which has about 28 field plots per hexagon.
Note that frequency (y-axis) is on a logarithmic scale. The few GEDI confidence intervals with widths exceeding 50 Mg ha−1 are
partial hexagons located on the coastlines and international borders.

GEDI estimates of uncertainty do not account for
any violations of the assumptions of hybrid infer-
ence, which may lead to biases and mean preci-
sions and confidence ranges that are overly optimistic,
discussed next.

4. Discussion

GEDIwas conceived to provide the data on ecosystem
structure required to address important questions
about the Earth’s forests, including quantifying the
net impact of deforestation and subsequent regrowth
on atmospheric CO2 concentrations, among others.
Key to these efforts is the creation of accurate maps of
baseline carbon stocks of sufficient spatial resolution
and with well-understand uncertainties that may be
used to monitor changes through time and provide
accurate initialization for prognostic studies of the
impacts of land use and climate change.

Several aspects unique to GEDI set the mission
and its resulting biomass maps apart from others that
have been produced before. First, GEDI’s biomass
maps are based on GEDI data alone, and are not the
product of fusion or spatial extrapolation with data
from other sensors. Secondly, the models that relate
waveform measurements, such as height to biomass,
were created using one of the most extensive sets of
field and aircraft data assembled for global biomass
calibrations. Third, GEDI has provided vastly more
observations of ecosystem structure than previously
available; our study used over 5 billion of these estim-
ates from nearly 9000 tracks to make its products.
Past studies using GLAS at country to global scales
were based on one to two orders of magnitude less
data [15–17]. For example, Nelson et al [17], who,
using methods similar to our own, report that they
used ∼940 000 ICESat shots taken from 230 orbits

(where orbits are considered as cluster samples). Our
estimates for the US with GEDI use ∼450 000 000
quality shots taken from nearly 4000 tracks. However,
GEDI most fundamentally represents a turning point
because of its focus on formalized inference. Specific-
ally, while biomass products from previous satellites
have assessed residual error uncertainty at the pixel
level, GEDI recognizes the need to assess uncertainty
when individual observations (pixels, for example)
are combined to estimate biomass over a larger area.
Residual error in that context has little relative impact
compared to the uncertainty that arises due to estim-
ating the parameters of themodels linking field obser-
vations with GEDI metrics.

The model parameters themselves are a more rel-
evant source of uncertainty under the model-based
paradigm, as they affect all predictions in a systematic
way. GEDI’s hybrid estimator explicitly accounts for
uncertainty in the model-fitting process through the
use of the model’s parameter covariance matrix [25].
There are alternative methods for explicitly address-
ing the effects of model covariance upon popula-
tion estimates for large areas; for example approaches
involving bootstrapping have been proposed [24].
The key is that GEDI is the first forest observa-
tion mission to embrace inference over large areas,
employing an integrated design process to account
for the instrument’s sampling pattern, the fitting of
biomass models, and the reporting of grid cell mean
biomass estimates and their uncertainties. Previous
remote sensing efforts that have ignored covariance
among observations over large areas have had to rely
upon ad hoc, and sometimes ambiguous, methods of
uncertainty assessment [3, 41].

The precision requirement of the GEDI mission
that 80% of 1 km cells not exceed a SE of 20 Mg ha−1

or 20% of the mean AGBD (for low and high biomass
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levels, respectively) has not yet been met, due to
changes in the ISS altitude that led to a 4 d repeat cycle
which left gaps in coverage, as discussed earlier. But as
noted above, of those cells with the requisite two over-
passes, 95% meet the GEDI requirements. Substan-
tial progress with respect to meeting the 80%mission
goal is expected within the next year because: (a) the
precision of GEDI’s estimators is expected to increase
rapidly as cells accumulate more than two overpasses
[25]; and, (b) recent changes to the ISS altitude are
expected to substantially improve coverage of 1 km
cells with no existing observations.

GEDI’s variance estimates, accompanying the
estimate of the mean for every 1 km cell, are cru-
cial to monitoring progress toward the mission’s pre-
cision goal. This cannot be achieved solely by valid-
ation using independent data. Validation using field
data is not feasible globally and there are almost no
1× 1 km field plots in any ecosystem, forested or oth-
erwise. Comparison against 1 km estimates derived
from airborne lidar is possible, however this pro-
cess involves airborne estimates subject to some of
the same model-related uncertainties affecting GEDI
and would cover only a small fraction of the nearly
105 million grid cells over land in the study area.
Direct comparisons with existing biomass maps are
also difficult because they often have differing resolu-
tions and, as noted above, unclear statistical proced-
ures to estimate uncertainty from pixels to some lar-
ger area—for example, comparing a 30 m biomass
product to GEDI via aggregation of the 30 m pixels
to 1 km—although progress continues to be made in
this area [37].

Nevertheless, comparison against independent
estimates of mean AGBD provide an opportunity
to highlight potential problems with GEDI’s current
estimation process. Some degree of spread is to be
expected in the hexagon- and country-level compar-
isons; field estimates have their own uncertainties,
and important differences in definitions and allomet-
ric models can introduce large discrepancies among
estimates that would otherwise be in agreement [35].
Systematic differences between GEDI and repor-
ted estimates, though, suggest several issues worth
exploring during GEDI’s continued operations.

First, comparison with FAO data showed GEDI
estimated more AGB for most countries. The UN
FAOdefines trees outside of forests and other wooded
lands as those growing on lands with a combined
cover of shrubs and trees of less than 10%, or tree
cover less than 5%, or any trees growing in patches
smaller than 0.5 ha or in urban or agricultural
land. Such trees and patches are widespread in some
areas [42–44] and represent biomass that is meas-
ured by GEDI but not by forest inventories. Applic-
ation of standardized definitions of forest resulting
in explicit and agreed upon forest/non-forest maps
would enable refined comparisons. GEDI’s footprint

estimates of biomass could then be averaged only
for forested areas for comparison to FAO estimates
within countries.

Secondly, the footprint biomass calibration mod-
els linking field biomass to the GEDI waveforms are
assumed under model-based estimation to be both
properly specified and fitted with data representative
of the areas to which the models will be applied [32].
Estimated SEs may reflect a lack of fit with respect to
available training data (for example somewhat lower
R2) but will not reflect biases in the selection of that
data, and therefore potential biases in the calibration
equations as applied. Comparisons with validation
data can help reveal possible violations of the assump-
tions underlying model-based inference that are not
revealed in the calibration model building process.
For example, GEDI currently estimates far more AGB
(a combined 51 Pg) in China and Indonesia than the
countries themselves report [40].While these positive
differences may be associated with the issue of non-
forest biomass discussed above, we note that GEDI’s
AGBDcalibration dataset is particularly sparse inAsia
and therefore represents a potential source of bias.
This lack of data in Asia may also help explain the
relatively high SEs for mean AGBD in Indonesia and
Papua New Guinea; however, note that there is also
a tendency for errors to increase as the magnitude of
AGBD increases.

Similarly, comparison with FIA data in the west-
ernU.S. at the hexagon level reveals discrepancies that
are, according to the respective confidence intervals,
unlikely to be a result of sampling error on the part
of GEDI or the field inventory. Some of these con-
ifer systems may have biomass densities that exceed
2000Mg ha−1 at the scale of GEDI footprints, and the
calibration data set and derived calibration models
[23] may not adequately represent the range of bio-
mass present in this PFT as it occurs in these western
montane regions. These examples indicate the need
for additional data collection and a re-examination
of the footprint biomass calibration models fitted
for the region to refine GEDI’s estimates of bio-
mass for these areas. While improved model train-
ing in data sparse areas will help us better meet our
assumptions, this may come at the cost of an increase
in SEs as potentially overly optimistic estimates are
corrected.

Third, there is an assumption that the heightmet-
rics, as derived from the return waveform by GEDI
algorithms, are unbiased and have errors that match
pre-launch calibration analyses, e.g. 1–2m for canopy
top height accuracy. The process of outlier detection,
that is filtering of GEDI measurements to remove
invalid data, while improving, is imperfect and errors
in estimated biomass may remain. One example is
misidentification of low-lying clouds that produce
lidar waveforms that appear as tall canopy, an effect
we noted in comparisons with FIA data in the ridge
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and valley complex of the Appalachians in the east-
ern United States. Steep topography also may lead
to incorrect data interpretation. Over mostly bare-
earth terrain with high slopes (generally exceeding
about 15◦–20◦), waveforms have vertical extents that
may appear similar to canopies in GEDI algorithms
yet provide spurious relative height metrics that are
unrelated to real canopy height. This can lead to bio-
mass estimates that are too large, say for very sparse
woodlands, or estimates for areas that cannot sup-
port vegetation, such as deserts. For forested terrain,
steep slopes may increase or decrease perceived can-
opy height based on canopy cover and tree distribu-
tions in the footprint [45]. As GEDI outlier detec-
tion methods and waveform processing improve,
such artifacts will decrease. For example, we have
applied machine learning methods as an alternative
to conventional waveform processing. Such methods
have the potential to both increase accuracy but also
provide improved error and outlier detection [46].

Comparisons such as these presented above are
useful for highlighting potentialmodifications to bio-
mass estimates as the mission progresses, and they
also demonstrate the value of reliance upon an infer-
ential framework where assumptions are clear and
there are straightforwardmechanisms through which
violation of those assumptionsmay bias the estimates.
In other words, because the framework allows for a
direct estimate of the precision of its estimates, these
may be used to flag deviations from validation data
that are probabilistically unlikely and thus provide
the means for detecting biases. As the mission works
through these potential issues itmay be that somenew
estimates of biomass are produced that are outside
existing confidence intervals, reflecting a correction of
bias in the process, as mentioned above. This is not a
cause for concern; rather, it reflects the power of the
GEDI approach.

Note that although many of the reported SEs at
the country level are small, for example 1.1% for the
United States, these are in line with those reported
by other studies [17, 18] that used methods related
to our own. However, our approach, as with these
other studies and almost all national forest invent-
ories, does not consider model uncertainty from the
allometric tree-level biomass models. Such uncer-
tainty may be substantial, especially in tropical areas
[47] where the data underpinning the models tend
to be limited. Thus, a formally reported SE, whether
from a plot-based national inventory or one based
on remote sensing, may be too optimistic consider-
ing these potentially larger allometric errors. Work is
ongoing towards improving these allometric models,
most recently using terrestrial lidar scanning [48].

5. Future directions and conclusions

It may seem that building a remote sensing mis-
sion upon a formal mode of inference is limiting;

that is, that the necessary design considerations may
limit the flexibility of future applications using its
data. However, the experience of GEDI thus far has
illustrated just the opposite. The orbital resonance
resulting from the ISS altitude in 2020 and bey-
ond challenged the application of hybrid inference
across large areas, e.g. areas of differential probabil-
ity of inclusion within the sample are not addressed
by the estimators described by Patterson et al [25].
The orbital problem accentuated variable sample
intensity that developed due to both the differen-
tial presence of clouds and the latitudinal differences
in overpass density. This disruption was accommod-
ated relatively simply by applying the estimators at
the broadest scales for which probabilities of selec-
tion could be presumed equal (6 km tiles) and using
a weighted aggregation process while accounting for
dependencies due to non-independent sampling and
modeling errors. This is similar to weighted aver-
aging of smaller-domain estimates practiced by field
inventories when sample intensities vary over larger
domains [49].

The parametric models and sample design used
by GEDI also support a type of contingency approach
applicable when a 1 km cell has not been intersected
by at least two ground tracks, meaning that hybrid
inference (which treats ground tracks as cluster
samples) is not an option. Even by the end of the
mission we expect some cells to still have incom-
plete coverage. Our contingency approach, Gener-
alized Hierarchical Model-Based inference (GHMB)
[50, 51], uses two levels ofmodels: one linking ground
data and footprint scale lidar metrics (i.e. the foot-
print biomass calibration models) and one linking
those footprint biomass predictions to wall-to-wall
ancillary data. The GHMB framework uses probabil-
ity theory under themodel-based paradigm to appro-
priately combine uncertainty from the twomodels, as
wall-to-wall predictions form the basis of a large-area
estimate of biomass [51–53]. Thus, the theory upon
which GEDI’s estimation of uncertainty is built can
be extended to sensor fusion. For example, GHMB
has been used with GEDI and wall-to-wall imagery
from TanDEM-X [54], which provides interferomet-
ric synthetic aperture radar (SAR) from two orbiting
satellites, to produce both height and biomass estim-
ates for areas where no GEDI data exist, and at finer
spatial resolutions than 1 km [51]. One strong fea-
ture of GHMB is that models relating GEDI data to
the wall-to-wall data may be locally calibrated. The
GEDI team intends to use GHMB to provide gap-free
biomass maps in subsequent data product releases.
This framework further provides a pathway for fusion
with the next generation of SARmissions with science
goals related to biomass and disturbance dynamics,
including the NASA ISRO Synthetic Aperture Radar
mission (NISAR) [55] to be launched in 2024 and the
ESA BIOMASS mission [56], scheduled for launch
in 2023.
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In conclusion, GEDI has demonstrated the value
of an instrument dedicated to and optimized for the
retrieval of ecosystem structure in general, and for
biomass estimation in particular. The sheer volume of
GEDI estimates of biomass is unprecedented, vastly
outstripping the existing spaceborne lidar archive.
GEDI’s estimates continue to evolve as the instrument
collects more data beyond its prime mission, and as
footprint-level biomass models and their underlying
assumptions are refined in light of ongoing valid-
ation activities. The results reported here represent
a watershed product of the first space mission lon-
gitudinally coordinated, from engineering to estim-
ation, to generate biomass products in a transpar-
ent way with errors that are well-characterized using
established probability theory. The GEDI investig-
ation highlights the intrinsic value of an approach
that explicitly addresses uncertainty as integral part of
mission design. AsGEDI and futuremissions invest in
formal modes of inference, they bring statistical rigor
long employed by field surveys to a new generation of
powerful, globally consistent monitoring tools.
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The GEDI footprint biomass data used to create the
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